Maths

How can I read, write order and compare
numbers? How can I count forwards and
backwards in different steps? How can I
show I know the value of a digit in a given
number? Why is it important to know a
range of mathematical vocabulary? How
can I show I understand the 4 rules
effectively?
Art and design
How can I create artwork using a range
of stitches and fabrics? How ese can
fabric be changed and decorated other
than using stitching? Why is it important
to concentrate on decorating fabric?

Science

Magnets and Forces: What
is a force? How are pushes
and pulls linked with forces?
What does it mean for
something to be magnetic?
Computing How can we test
how games work? How can
problems be found and
fixed within games?

English

Fiction: How can I improve my sentence
construction using within traditional tales?
Non Fiction: How can I create clear
information writing about Guy Fawkes?
Poetry: How can we write poems about our
sense?
Reading: Why is it important to develop
confidence when reading aloud to show I
have understood what I have read?
Grammar, spelling and punctuation activities.
History: Who was Guy Fawkes? How was
life different in the time of Guy Fawkes
compared with our lives now? What was the
Gunpowder plot? Why do we remember the
Gunpowder Plot?

D&T

Geography: What is a county? Where is
Yorkshire within the United Kingdom?
What are the human and physical features
of Yorkshire? What makes Yorkshire
special?

What materials can be used to create
moving vehicles? How are wheels and
chassis linked?
Music
How can I use my voice to control the
pitch of my singing?
How can I justify my opinions on pieces
of music?

French
How can I show my
understanding of days of the
week and numbers in French?

Philosophy
My Relationships, My Healthy Lifestyle
NSPCC assembly and workshop
Fire Safety

PE
How can my whole body be
used to create controlled
routines?
Year 3 – Swimming

PSHE
How can I be a caring member of my
community?

RE
Festivals: How do Christians celebrate
important festivals? What important
festivals to Christians have?

